ALTS ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
2015
Corpus Christi College, Oxford
Number of members present: 36
Meeting lasted from 19:00 to 22:00
24th February 2015
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Outgoing committee 2014-15
Executive committee
President
Secretary
Treasurer

Adrian Matthew
Justin Leung
Cameron McGarry

Officers
Vice Officer
Health and Safety Officer
Equipment Officer
Publicity Officers
Social Secretary
Music Reps
Monkeys

Luke Young
Jamie Shaw
Stephen Bell
Joe Cridge, Chee Man
Guy Ward
Thomas Hayden, Thomas Langton
Caitlin, Dan, Joel, Toby
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President’s Report
Adrian
We have had a pretty successful year and we may actually make
a profit, which would be pretty spectacular considering the previous
two years. We have had third ice all through Hilary, which is unheard
of in my time at ALTS. Hopefully good numbers will continue, we’ve
booked both Wednesday and Friday for Trinity and it’s down to the
new committee to decide if we’ll cancel, hopefully we’ll have both.
Also, it is possible some of the women’s team or Vikings may
have more integration with ALTS, in order to boost numbers, get
a higher standard of play and increase links between the clubs. Ice
hockey is growing at Oxford and this increases the split between the
teams. Hopefully big integration betweens us into the future, this is
something for the future committee to work towards.
I’m really happy with the year and the turnout we’ve had. A
big thank you to everyone on the committee for this year, and I’m
looking forward to whoever takes over.

Treasurer’s Report
Cameron
(The budget is from a template sent by sports federation, hence
the empty cells.)
Theo’s budget was a bit shit, and so far we have only spent £6500
out of our allotted £8000. However, this doesn’t include the ice hire
for cuppers or the last few sessions, but hopefully we might break
even, maybe a £500 loss.
The membership subscriptions is the money we have taken. We
accidentally made a profit from cuppers. For some reason we don’t
seem to have received a grant from the university, they have possibly
given us £100. We made £100 from hoodies and we weren’t budgeted
for sticks but we needed them so we bought them. Theo didn’t
budget for insurance but I have for this year.
We are under budget at the moment but the budget remains the
same for next year. I’ve also allowed the same amount for ice hire,
but this may increase.
Budgeted for insurance and a small amount for equipment, possibly helmets? (Stephen: We’re fine.) I’ve budgeted for quite a loss
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in Trinity, we’ll see. Fee increase next term is in the motions. (Huw:
How much do we have?) About £5000. (Adrian: The university is
struggling for money, so if we group together we can demand more
from sports fed.)

Secretary’s Report
Justin
Nothing to report.

Social Secretary’s Report
Guy
It’s been a social year by ALTS standards. Committee meal in
Trinity last year, pub crawl in Michaelmas got to a slow start but
about 22 people showed up. A good year for ALTS. Plans for a
social in 8th week this term, an email to follow.

IT Officer’s Report
Joe
I’ve updated the website so that the calendar and news section
look more up to date. Feedback forms are being used much more
than before. (Adrian: one or two emails a week received). There is
now also an app for the sessions, this solves the problem we had of
keeping track. (Stephen: do we have a mailing list?) Yes, it’s on the
front page.
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Proposed motions to discuss
1

Proposal to make future executive committee members
pay and ensuing constitutional changes
Cameron
Add to the constitution that the “committee pay relevant club
entry fees as below”. Add that the fees are set before 0th week
Michaelmas each year. The fees shall not exceed 2/3 of the termly
cost, skate hire not included. Committee members will have it free
after term is finished. (Stephen: Will it be the whole year’s fees?)
Actually, this is up to the committee. (Jamie: Will the committee
pay the same fee as the other officers?) Yes, but free after their term
is finished. This will avoid the fee rise.
Adrian
We would rather the executives pay more than there is a fare
rise for everyone. This seems fair, and they do get the reward of free
ALTS afterwards.
Stephen
Is it worth setting it so that you have to pay early in each term?
Cameron
This would be a good idea if we had a policy document, but is
the place for it a constitution? (Adrian: It is the treasurer’s job to
chase committee fees.)
Next point is tidying and housekeeping for what the committee
is described as. In paragraph 16 the committee roles will be described as “The Offices”, “The Senior Member” (discussion about
who this was, it’s someone from sports federation), “Essential positions” (Adrian: including Vice Officer, previously this wasn’t in the
constitution) and “Non-essential positions”.

Guy raised the point raised that there is no section in the constitution on
changing the constitution. Cameron said that he chooses to gloss over this.
Cameron
Finally changed the name to “Oxford University Alternative Ice
Hockey Club” (dropped the “pick-up”). (Pick-up refers to the type
of ice hockey ALTS plays, clarified by Joe.)
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Agreement reached that ALTS is always all capitalised.
Vote
Decided to use 2/3 majority for constitutional changes, simple majority otherwise.
36
0
0

For
Against
Abstentions

The motion passes.
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Proposal of next year’s budget

Cameron asked if anyone wanted any changes to what he had proposed in his
speech. Tom Langton asked for more for equipment and Cameron responded
that it was a budget and you can go over it. Daniel de Wijze asked about the
aforementioned grant, and Cameron said he’d like to look into it.
Adrian
The main issue of joining other teams is with the Blues. It all
kicked off a few years ago, there are two teams that play in the
university league at Oxford, the Blues and the Vikings. The Blues
disaffiliated from the sports federation/university a few years ago
for many reasons (such as they didn’t want to be associated with
women’s team, money issues, embezzlement) so they left and sports
federation now want the two rejoined. Much discussion to get everyone back on the same side, so the problem lies there, not with
us.
I’ve said to the people who run the Vikings that we’re happy to
join once they’re sorted. There would be a few niggles with new
constitution, committee, etc. but we’ll get to that as and when.
Vote
For
Against
Abstentions

36
0
0

The motion passes.
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Proposal to collect committee fees at the start of term

Adrian suggested it is not up to us [the outgoing committee]. Tom L said
that he thinks you should pay at the start of term.
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Cameron
I can just add to the standing orders for the treasurer that they
collect at the start of term. The phrase to be added is “The treasurer
shall collect committee fees from all committee members by the end
of 2nd week in each term”.
Vote
For
Against
Abstentions

35
1
0

The motion passes.

Extra motions
1

Extra tournament in Trinity

Proposed by Sean Ravenhall
I enjoyed cuppers and this usually means more people coming,
we have extra ice in Trinity, could we have an extra tournament in
Trinity?
Stephen said that this point is often raised, but writing it in could add stress
in exam term. He noted that we could do informal tournaments. Adrian added
that we could try and organise it through the mailing list, Tom L suggested
using a poll. Stephen noted that we have had some off format ALTS this year
and we could change it depending on what is popular.
Adrian
This is the sort of thing that depends a lot on if we still have a
high turn out in 2nd week next term. Things look positive now, but
perhaps by the time we get to Trinity the drop off would be severe,
may not be viable, but if 50/60 people are coming then it might be
good.
No further action taken

2

Cut out 0th week in Hilary/Trinity

Proposed by Tom Langton
Cut out 0th week Hilary/Trinity because it was really quiet.
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Stephen asked if that already happened last week, and Adrian noted that
they’d already cut out 9th week as that was guaranteed full ice. Stephen said
that it depends on who is back in 0th week what with collections and bops, and
that we could just run Wednesday.
Cameron
Michaelmas it is definitely worth running 0th week, and perhaps
not Hilary/Trinity. We could perhaps just do Friday, as it is the first
week people are back. (Stephen: This is nice for regulars.)
Adrian
The figures for last year were
Wednesday 0th Michaelmas
Wednesday 0th Hilary
Friday 0th Hilary
Friday 1st Hilary

47
25
50
53

So, Friday fine, Wednesday maybe not.
Jamie and Adrian suggest getting rid of Wednesday 0th week session in Hilary
and Trinity. This was brought to vote (simple majority as not constitutional).
Vote
For
Against
Abstentions

19
13
4

The motion passes.
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What happened to the Freshers’ Week President?

Asked by Caitlin Kennedy
It was established that this role was combined with the role of Publicity
Officer.

4

Mandate the Health and Safety Officer to maintain the
first aid box

Proposed by Theo Costain
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Jamie responded that there is a first aid room at the ice rink and a small kit
in the box.
No further action taken.

5

Report on looking into the possibility of a membership
fee

Raised by Cameron
I was mandated to look at having a membership fee but I have
decided it is infeasible. We are barely making profit anyway and
there is the potential to lose money. Logistically it would be a bit
of a nightmare. I would welcome people to look further at it but I
don’t think there’s any way to sensibly do it.
No further action taken.
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Termly committee meetings

Proposed by Joe Cridge
Can we encourage future committees to have termly meetings?
Cameron noted that Adrian calls ALTS sessions biweekly meetings. Jamie
noted that we don’t discuss things then though, and Joe added that if there was
a meeting he would have asked for publicity money. Justin said that stuff like
this could be done on the Facebook chat and Guy asked that a Facebook group
be created for the committee rather than a chat as it is easier to organise stuff
on a group.
Cameron
We could add to the constitution that there will be a termly
committee meeting not during/after a session.
Point 14: “Meeting of members”. The wording shall be:
“Termly committee meetings occur in a term where no AGM is held.
These are not to occur during a session”.
[break for pizza]
About to vote on the above motion.
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Thomas Player
Can we amend the wording so that it explicitly specifies meetings
are in Michaelmas and Trinity, as the AGM being in Hilary is in the
constitution?
Cameron agreed that this could be done. New wording is:
“Termly committee meetings occur in Michaelmas and Trinity. These
are not to occur during a session”.
Adrian added that he didn’t think these meetings were necessary.
Vote
For
Against
Abstentions

23
5
8

The motion passes.
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Training sessions

Proposed by Stephen Bell
Many people have approached me saying they want to skate/stick
handle better. We could run a training session on one of these,
perhaps on half of the ice with a game on the other half.
Adrian wondered who would run these sessions. Stephen suggested ex hockey
players or Vikings. Daniel de Wijze said you’d have to specify beforehand when
they would run, but thought it was a good idea.
Theo Costain asked if a minimum skill level would be expected. Stephen
responded that he thought you could teach to the level they’re at, perhaps by
dividing into groups.
Adrian didn’t think it would be feasible in Michaelmas, Stephen and Tom L
said perhaps Hilary or Trinity when people have found their feet, Adrian agreed.
Stephen suggested one in Michaelmas for people who want to learn, Theo
suggested perhaps Friday when it’s less busy. Stephen said it may incentivise
return visits, but Adrian said people may want to play games.
Molly said it could be a good idea so that people will want to stay and feel
able to join in. Adrian says that people seem to generally be in favour but that
it would be a lot for the next committee to organise.
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Vote
For
Against
Abstentions

34
1
1

The motion passes.
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Voting for new committee
President
Ben Rudling
St. Anne’s fresher, Earth Sciences. I’d never skated before but
have since been to every session and it’s my favourite thing at Oxford. I’m a great ambassador to ALTS and organised cuppers for
St Anne’s. I’m really committed and wouldn’t run for any other
committees so that I could commit. I have lots of ideas on how to
take the society forwards (attending free sessions on Monday, advertise tickets for uni/professional matches, ALTS crewdate, t-shirts,
discount on merchandise).
Luke Young
2nd year Maths, Keble. Been the Vice Officer so have had to
fill in already and have proved I can do this at the weekly sessions.
I know how Freshers’ Week works and its importance for publicity
and bringing in other colleges.
Questions
– Tom L: List the jobs of the President.
B: Make sure everyone’s doing their job and oversee the committee.
L: Insurance forms, amendments to constitution, president must communicate well with the rest of the committee.
– Adrian: Who would ALTS crewdate?
B: Other ice hockey teams?
– Cameron: What would your one main focus be in your term?
L: Greater attendance, make sure that everyone is enjoying themselves.
Also, to not make too much of a loss.
B: Try to get people to be more social with teams to avoid isolating people
at the start of term.
– Guy: What is the main reason for the massive drop off after Michaelmas?
How would you combat it?
B: people turning up with friends; if they are driven to other societies then
this stops them coming back. By integrating with more social events this
would give people a reason to return.
L: Drop off is people thinking it’s not for them, teams tend to get better
towards the end of Michaelmas. I don’t think we can combat it but make
sure numbers at the start of term are high enough so that drop off is not
too damaging.
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– Adrian: What is your biggest problem going to be over the next year?
L: Could be the merging of the two teams, but other than that, cuppers.
B: Social aspects would be challenging, but if the committee are committed
it is achievable.
Vote
Ben
Luke
R.O.N.
Abstentions

9
24
0
1

The President is Luke Young.

Treasurer
Tom Langton
Physics at Keble. I did Music last year. I know how the committee works and am aware ALTS has haemorrhaged money over the
last few years and I’d like to stem the flow as we don’t have that
much. I know how money works and how to keep track.
Sean Ravenhall
Physics at Corpus. The main problems are lack of money and
lack of people. We could look at sponsorship; used to be that G&D’s
sponsored us, and there is a lot to sell our society. Sponsorship
would essentially be free money. A video would work well to get
people going. Cameron has discussed the treasury with me, I can go
every week and I’m trustworthy. I really like it and don’t want to
see it run out of money, so would do my best.
Chris Slade
Maths fresher at Keble. ALTS is doing well this year, and I’d
like to keep the momentum going. I’d try to budget more in Trinity
in order to save money
Vote
Questions
– Cameron: Who do we bank with?
C: Co-op.
– Cameron: What is an acceptable loss?
S: A bit less than last year as we don’t need sticks this year.
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T: Ideally break even.
C: Break even too, depends on Freshers’ Fair.
– Stephen: How many people do we need for ALTS to break even (Wednesday)?
T: 53.
S: 90.
C: 50 on a Wednesday, 70 Friday.
(Actual answer was 47.)
– Stephen: How low would attendance be before you cancelled sessions?
T: 24 people regularly.
S: 6 teams every session is too low.
C: Less than 20.
– Daniel: How would sponsorship work?
S: Previously they paid for stash and did discount cards.
T: I think they stopped because it wasn’t commercially viable, but it could
be.
C: Could look at it.
(Adrian added that apparently they updated the till and didn’t have the
button anymore.)
– Theo: How much do we spend per session? Insurance and rink hire?
S: Insurance around £800, £200 an hour for the ice.
C: £12.
T: Around £120, £180 on a Wednesday.
(Cameron and Adrian decided Tom was probably closest.)
– Adrian: Treasurer is arguably the most work, what other commitments
do you have?
T: I’m short on time commitments other than my degree.
C: First year maths, no other commitments.
S: No exams for four years.
– Cameron: How many times a week would you be willing to go to the bank?
T: There’s a limit on how often you need to go! Twice, maybe three times.
C: Two, maybe three.
S: As many as it takes.
– Guy: How do you change the signatory on bank accounts?
S: You sign the form Justin has brought.
– Cameron: Best maths themed joke?
Stephen: Let’s vote.
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Tom
Sean
Chris:
R.O.N.
Abstentions

10
14
5
0
1

The Treasurer is Sean Ravenhall.

Secretary
Michael Protheroe
St. Anne’s, Modern Languages. I can send emails, and I will
take my own minutes next year. [Woohoo! TP]
Questions
– Justin: What else do you think I do?
M: Scan people in and forget people’s names. Do what the others say,
basically you agreed to be the President’s bitch.
Justin: Also, Health and Safety form, Freshers’ Fair.
– Joe: I seem to remember Justin promised YouTube videos and instead we
got Rickrolled. 1 What would you do to make the emails more exciting?
M: I can do cat gifs, requests for funny videos.
– Cameron: What is your favourite Pokémon?
M: Dragonite.
– Tom Langton: How many names do you think Justin couldn’t read from
the Freshers’ Fair sign up sheet?
M: A lot? 20?
Justin: It was 50.
– Dan: Justin delights us with his singing [!], could you?
M: I’m tone deaf.
All: So is Justin!
M: Then yes, I could.
Vote
Michael
R.O.N.
Abstentions

24
7
2

The Secretary is Michael Protheroe.
1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dQw4w9WgXcQ
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Vice Officer
Jamie Shaw
Health and Safety Officer this year. I’ve been on the committee
so I know how it runs, what the Vice Officer is supposed to do.
Daniel Tellett
Second year, Maths, Keble. I’ve been a monkey so I know how
to run the sessions, organising the teams and equipment. I’ve been
doing a similar job this year to the Vice Officer but at a lower level.
I really love ALTS.
Ben Rudling
It would be good practice for being the President next year, as
Luke has done this year, and a good way to get input.
Questions
– Cameron: Why didn’t you run for an executive position?
J: Third year next year so I didn’t want to overcommit.
D: Similar really, and also didn’t want to run against my friends (although,
I have ended up running against Jamie).
– Caitlin: How often do you miss ALTS and would you be willing to cycle
to pick up the money box etc.?
J: I only miss it if I’m ill.
D: I rarely miss it and yes, I would pick stuff up.
B: Only missed four so far and I don’t miss it if possible.
Vote
Jamie
Daniel
Ben
R.O.N.
Abstentions

10
10
11
0
1

The Vice Officer is Ben Rudling.

Health and Safety Officer
Adam Wigley
First year Physics, Corpus. Experience with first aid, been a lifeguard for two and a half years so I’m used to dealing with incidents.
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I have an hour of training a month so I feel like I can deal with any
incidents.
Jamie Shaw
I did first aid last year and I have training and experience. I
know how to do incident reports and deal with sports fed and other
responsibilities. No-one died so I must have been doing something
right.
Questions
– Justin: When do we actually need to notify sports fed of an incident?
A: When someone goes to hospital.
J: When there is blood on the ice.
– Tom Langton: What would you do if there was an injury?
A: Notify the rink staff and call an ambulance if necessary.
J: Assess the situation and send to hospital if necessary, write the report.
Better safe than sorry.
– Joe: What would you do if someone knocked their teeth out?
A: Check there are no dangerous shards, stop bleeding and collect teeth
if you can.
J: Put it back in the socket it came from and try to keep the root alive,
hospital as soon as possible.
– Justin: When do we need to clear everyone off the ice?
A: Blood on the ice, or if there is an injury where you need to get them
off the ice.
J: Blood on the ice, or if the injury requires attention.
Vote
Adam
Jamie
R.O.N.
Abstentions

7
24
0
1

The Health and Safety Officer is Jamie Shaw.

IT Officer
Joe Cridge
Second year Physics, Keble. I’ve been Publicity Officer so I’ve
done quite a lot of this job since the last rep disappeared after the
AGM. I’ve done the website and written the app for timing/organising
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the sessions. I would like to improve the app by adding the ability
to add/remove teams on the fly and log how many teams we have at
different points. I’d like to add a basic scoring mechanism so that
we can find out who wins/loses, like at cuppers. This would be fun
towards the end of the year when we have well formed teams. The
committee page on the website has a lot of information about the
committee and I would like to expand that to make it clear and include minutes etc. and would make passing on to the next committee
easier.
Theo Costain
First year engineering, St Anne’s. The process of scanning everyone in at the start of ALTS is very inefficient, I’d like to automate
the process to speed it up to about a quarter of the time it takes
now. We would have accurate statistics of how many people and
who turns up, and there is even the possibility of saying who is going to come/organising teams beforehand (this is very hypothetical).
I have built several websites and currently manage one with a small
user base.
Questions
– Cameron: The reason we swapped to the primitive spreadsheet was to
make it easy to swap from committee to committee and it was a pain to
fix. We switched to Excel as it is simple. How can you ensure your web
based thing won’t fuck up?
T: We could host it online or on a Raspberry Pi and can run a backup
to Google Docs. In terms of reliability, if it’s well written the long term
survivability is there and as long as the manager doesn’t die it is fairly
reliable.
J: I’d like to look at the Java thing from before, but before we couldn’t
access the data.
(Adrian said that the reason we were forced to make the switch was that
Java had problems and sports fed asked every society to keep a list of
members and extracting from Java was a nightmare, so switching to Excel
was the easiest solution. Cameron added that it was a workaround which
worked.)
T: We could have my idea on the secretary’s computer and open it in
Excel.
– Cameron: Favourite programming language?
T: Haskell.
J: Python for some things but Java because it is cross platform.
– Stephen: How easy is it to pass your ideas on if there was no IT rep?
T: Can save mine on a pendrive.
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J: You can save it standalone anywhere on a computer, would do the same
for cuppers program and Java thing if I did it.
– Sean: We’ve had joint reps before, could we do that this time?
J: We’re doing different things but it could be beneficial.
Guy: Would it be a problem if there was only one rep in the future?
Both: We comment our code.
Vote
Both
Singular
R.O.N.
Abstentions

30
3
1
0

The IT Officers are Theo Costain and Joe Cridge jointly.

Equipment Officer
Tom Langton
Vote
Tom
R.O.N.
Abstentions

28
6
0

The Equipment Officer is Tom Langton.

Music Rep
Tom Grunshaw
First year Chemist, Exeter. I’d use Spotify. I’m a music lover so
you’ll get a mix of alt-pop and indie. I’ve been coming to all Fridays,
most Wednesdays as well. If I don’t come then it can all be done on
my laptop and lent to someone to bring along.
Daniel de Wijze
First year Earth Science at St. Hugh’s. Music isn’t essential but
I think it’s important for a good atmosphere. I am familiar with
the box and in terms of music I’d do alt-rock, indie, classic rock and
pop. I can add songs into the playlist on the night and do theme
nights if there is interest.
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Questions
– Tom Langton: We did it dually last year, would you consider that?
D: Could do that.
– Tom Langton: How often are we going to be Rickrolled?
(The main response was basically: “As little as possible”.)
– Tom Langton: What about the music form on the website?
D: Could do it on the night.
T: Requests on email probably easiest.
– Stephen: “Timber”2 ? How many times a week?
D: Never.
T: Rarely.
[This divided opinion. TP]
– Guy: Rate the song “Bump N’ Grind” out of ten.
Both: Bad.
– Cameron: Return to old form of last year’s music where I loved to hate it
all? Shit music all the time?
T: It can happen.
D: We can have a cheese playlist.
– Theo: What are you going to use to play the music?
D: Laptop, easiest.
– Dan: What is your favourite nineties boyband?
D: Busted? Is that too recent, Westlife?
T: Nirvana (It was suggested that this was not a boyband.)
– Justin: Favourite song?
T: Impossible decision, maybe “Modern Way” by Kaiser Chiefs.
D: “The Suburbs” by Arcade Fire at the moment.
– Tom Langton: What percentage of eighties stuff can we expect?
D: Twenty-something.
T: It varies.
Vote
Both
Singular

16
16

They were asked if they will do the job jointly or if the vote will be recast
with them as single candidates. They decided to do the job jointly.
2 The groundbreaking 2013 dance-pop/country hit by Pitbull feat. Ke$ha: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=hHUbLv4ThOo
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The Music Reps are Daniel de Wijze and Tom Grunshaw jointly.

Publicity Officer
Thomas Player
I know the Publicity Officers from last year so I know what the
job involves. I would email JCRs before next year in order to make
sure they get ALTS on their Freshers’ Weeks schedules as an alternative to club nights. I know how to publicise since I publicise my own
business. [I probably said other things but it’s quite hard to minute
your own speech. TP]
Questions
– Tom Langton: Do you know how to do freeze motion in photos?
T: No, but I take it you do? So I’m sure you can help me.
– Stephen: Do you have a camera?
T: Yes, but it’s not great. I could borrow one off people I know with good
cameras.
– Caitlin: How would you get people interested in Hilary?
T: We could try to get articles in student newspapers/their online blogs.
We could also put up posters in different colleges. Lots of people come to
ALTS with only one or two people from some colleges; we could try to get
them to bring more.
Vote
Thomas
R.O.N.
Abstentions

35
0
0

The Publicity Officer is Thomas Player.

Social Secretary
Huw Thomas
ALTS is a bit antisocial. I can book restaurants, I have friends
so can do bar crawls, I can think of other ideas. . . such as an entire
ALTS meal?
Questions
– Stephen: Meetings at the ice rink?
H: Yeah, those Monday sessions.
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– Adam: Would you consider yourself more social than Guy?
H: He’s been on one crewdate. I have friends but Guy has some. . .
– Guy: College bar crawls? What is the fundamental flaw? (Answer: Only
Keble and Corpus.)
H: I would involve others. There are people on the committee who are
neither, so I’d pressure them.
– Tom Langton: Favourite pub? (There is a correct answer.)
H: Royal Blenheim.
(The correct answer was Turf.)
Vote
Huw
R.O.N.
Abstentions

21
10
4

The Social Secretary is Huw Thomas.

Monkeys
7 candidates
The monkeys were decided by the old and new executive committee.
The new monkeys are Toby Corrigan, Caitlin Kennedy, Chris Slade, Daniel
Tellett and Adam Wigley.
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Any other business
Mandate the committee to change the monkeys’ names every year
Proposed by Tom Langton
After discussion it was decided that this need not be written into the constitution. Suggested new names for monkeys were ‘squires’ and ‘Igors’.
No further action taken.

Require that the committee get their own sticks in Trinity
Proposed by Tom Langton
It was suggested by Tom Langton that it would be worth suggesting that all
committee buy their own sticks by Trinity so that there is not a shortage of
sticks. Several people suggested this would be unfair as the new committee had
just been voted in and they did not know they would have to spend this money.
Cameron suggested we could say committee should buy their own sticks but it
would be unfair to force them to. Stephen said that we do have enough sticks
to run three games at the moment, but that some will break.
No further action taken.
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Incoming committee 2015-16
Executive committee
President
Secretary
Treasurer

Luke Young
Michael Protheroe
Sean Ravenhall

Officers
Vice Officer
Health and Safety Officer
IT Officers
Equipment Officer
Publicity Officer
Social Secretary
Music Reps
Monkeys

Ben Rudling
Jamie Shaw
Theo Costain and Joe Cridge
Tom Langton
Thomas Player
Huw Thomas
Daniel de Wijze and Tom Grunshaw
Toby Corrigan, Caitlin Kennedy, Chris Slade,
Daniel Tellett, Adam Wigley
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